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Our Vision is to: 
Restore the historic link between 
England’s two greatest rivers in 
the interests of conservation, 
biodiversity and local quality of life, 
maximising the widest potential 
of the restoration as a catalyst 
for social, cultural, economic and 
environmental regeneration.

Cotswold Canals Connected (CCC) is an exciting and 
ambitious national waterway restoration project that 
unlocks a lost section of the Cotswold Canals corridor 
between the Rivers Severn and Thames. It brings back to 
life crucial sections of the canal and associated wildlife 
corridor, making these areas and their related heritage, more 
accessible for a broader range of people and communities. 

This timely project is uniquely positioned to augment, 
stimulate, understand and address a wide range of social 
and economic issues together, finding the common 
connections which link our heritage and our communities 
- our railways, canals, rivers, mills, the Severn estuary 
wetlands and stunning ecological corridor. We will revive 
and regenerate our communities, build on existing strong 
relationships and use an inclusive, empowering and 
community-led approach.   

We combine ambitious, innovative capital works, award 
winning wildlife conservation, practical and local enterprise 
development, and wide-reaching, creative and inclusive 
community engagement. Our activities will lead to multiple 
outcomes for people, communities and the natural world.

The Cotswold Canals Connected Project (CCC) has become a transformative and exciting canal restoration  
and regeneration project. It marks the culmination of a 47-year legacy of canal restoration, spearheaded by  
the Cotswold Canals Trust, and is jointly led by Stroud District Council and the Cotswold Canals Trust. 

Summary

Vital Economic Regeneration 
Post COVID-19
The CCC Impact Report, prepared by Stanbec (Oct 2019 update) estimated 
that the restoration of the canal corridor would contribute to a rise in 
demand for water-based tourism and add £28 million to local land values. 
They also predict that the Project as a whole will bring significant health 
and wellbeing benefits and add £73.6 million to the local economy.

In May 2020, Stanbec carried out further COVID-19 economic impact analysis. 
This indicates that COVID-19 has already had a severe impact on Stroud’s 
economy, demographic composition and labour market. The lockdown measures, 
introduced in March 2020, had already led to an 83% rise in claimant count 
unemployment in Stroud, from 1,055 to 1,930 by the end of April 2020. They also 
point out the overlap between CCC’s under-represented people and communities 
and the segments of society that are most vulnerable to the adverse health and 
economic impacts created by COVID-19.
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These five Strategic Aims encompass and weave 
together our work, resulting in both short-term and 
longer-term changes with regards to our canals built 
and natural heritage. The most significant of these 
impactful changes, which CCC hopes to achieve for 
people and communities, are our golden threads. 
These are:

A renewed sense and spirit of place 
Which encourages enjoyment and understanding of the natural, 
historic and cultural heritage of the Cotswolds, reconnecting people 
to their canal heritage and cultural assets, providing a national visitor 
destination and bringing social, cultural and economic regeneration  
to our communities.

Resilient and cohesive partnerships, 
networks and communities 
Which invest in people, relationships and grass roots organisations, 
adopt best practice inclusive approaches to participation and  
facilitate broad and meaningful engagement in heritage restoration 
and canal management.

Embedded and creative pathways 
for heritage learning 
Which engage schools, colleges, local groups and the wider 
community, inspire historical enquiry, celebrate archive & engineering, 
protect wildlife and navigate people into training and employment.

1.  To create a sense of Place
 Cutting edge innovative design and engineering and arts-based creative community interpretation  
 to enhance and celebrate our cultural and heritage assets, build community ownership and  
 enhance our spirit and sense of place.

2.  To build prosperous & connected communities
 Connecting towns, railways and waterways, restoring our built heritage and implementing a  
 sustainable canal management plan, which creates more local opportunities, engages visitors,  
 develops tourism sustainably and builds prosperous and connected places for economic growth  
 and regeneration.

3.  To broaden opportunities to a wider audience  
 & build resilient & cohesive communities
 Broadening opportunities and inclusivity, reaching new audiences and ensuring that those people  
 and communities most at risk of exclusion are supported to have as many opportunities as  
 possible to participate in our project.

4.  To create pathways for heritage learning
 Improving access to heritage education & learning, enhancing people’s skills and building new  
 pathways for sustainable formal and informal heritage education.

5.  To conserve, protect and enhance wildlife
 Ensuring that the project causes as little disturbance to existing wildlife and habitats as possible  
 and creates new habitats that mitigate the impacts of the restoration, result in an overall net  
 gain for biodiversity and create opportunities for local participation in conservation and nature  
 resource management.

Our core Strategic Aims
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Phase 1A:
Completed 2018
Phase 1B:
Scheduled completion 2024

Gloucester & Sharpness 
Canal connecting to 
Gloucester and 
the National  
Waterways 
Network

To Sharpness, 
the River 
Severn and 
the Bristol 
Channel

Stroudwater 
Navigation & River 
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Whitminster Lock

Pike Lock, 
Eastington
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Marina
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The Ocean, 
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Guiding Principles to Community Engagement

User-led

Inclusive

Real World

Ongoing

Asset based

All activities are user-led, from planning to delivery and we act as 
facilitators, mentors and guides, offering expertise, resources and 
support when needed

Everyone can be included and barriers to participation overcome, 
giving everyone a voice and a part in decision making processes

Participation is meaningful, activities are hands-on, opportunities 
for work and personal development are real world opportunities 
that make a difference to the project and to people involved

Potential for continued involvement and/or independent action is 
built into activities and people will be signposted to those potential 
opportunities and supported to follow them up

We meet people where they are – in terms of place, time, 
competence, confidence, commitment – and work with their asset 
base - skills, resources, ideas, interests, expertise, knowledge

All our engagement activities have been planned and 
will be delivered according to a set of guiding principles 
that shares the key principle of NLHF document ‘Learning 
- Good Practice Guide’, and that build in resilience and 
sustainability to ensure people and communities have 
ownership, are empowered, are facilitated and connected 
from the start and well in to the future: 

Embedded, trusted and understood through existing and 
active community outreach has meant that, during the 
development phase, our community engagement had the 
advantage of meaningful insight, open communications with 
community participants and supportive networks from the 
outset.  All our staff and volunteers work and live within the 
canal corridor, and the canal plays a central role in most of 
our day-to-day lives and current work and projects. 

The Development Stage has allowed us to engage,  
involve and harness the energy and commitment of the 
Cotswolds people and communities through a rich and 
diverse range of creative pilot projects and responses  
along the canal corridor. Cotswold Canals Connected  
has now embedded its community engagement strategy  
into all five strategic delivery areas. 

“If you engage with people early on and take them on the journey with you 
they will cherish and look after the resource thereafter.”        Anon, Whitminster, Jan 2019

Principles and Approach to 
Community Engagement

Action & Ownership
People-initiated, shared decision-
making & project ownership

Active Outcomes
Direct outcomes leading to changes in people’s lives

Participation
Inclusive events, activities and projects

Understanding
A deeper understanding of the cotswold canals heritage

Awareness
Spreading the message regionally and nationally In
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CCC Levels of participation & engagement

This means that we will endeavour to include everyone 
(private, public and social sector groups, people of all  
ages, backgrounds and abilities), through a rich and diverse 
range of creative projects and responses to canal heritage.  
It will provide opportunities for people living in the villages 
and towns in Stroud District and specific communities  
in neighbouring Gloucester, to get practically involved in 
canal restoration, wildlife conservation and to enjoy fun 
outdoor activities on the water, experiencing the canal  
in a myriad of different ways.  
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CCC’s Main Audience Groups

       2.  People  
 Living Adjacent  
to the Canal
Everyone who lives in  
the rural villages and  
towns in Stroud District 
closest to the canal and  
for whom the impact  
of the canal restoration  
will be most significant 
and including our  
existing volunteers.

3.  Under-represented People
Six sub-categories of people from under-represented 

groups living along the canal corridor, across 
the wider district and in specific communities in 
Gloucester for whom there are currently barriers  

to meaningful engagement.

1.  Schools, Colleges  
and Universities

Children, young people and university 
students that we will be working with across 

the project.

      4.  Visitors,  
  Tourists and 
Lottery Players
Audiences who live 
across the whole 
District and 
Gloucestershire 
generally as well as 
visitors and Lottery 
players from other 
parts of the UK.  

Main 
Audience 

Groups

Identifying 
our Main 
Audience 
Groups
In order to focus and explore activities with these 
audiences during the pilot project phase we spent  
time categorising our audiences and identifying the 
people and groups we would need to invest more 
focused inclusion and participation work.  

We categorised our audiences into four main groups  
effective delivery of project activities, ensure that a 
broader range of people and communities are involved 
in canal heritage projects and remove barriers for those 
most under-represented. We spent time assessing 
how these audience types are currently engaging 
with canal restoration and local heritage, particularly 
to understand which people in these groups and 
communities were engaging less than others and the 
reasons why (see table on page 15 for more detailed 
information on under-represented people).
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Audience Group Project Activities Expected Outcomes

1. Schools, Colleges 
and Universities 
This group includes the 
children, young people 
and university students 
that we will be working 
with across the project 

2. People living 
adjacent to the canal
This group includes 
everyone who lives in  
the rural villages and 
towns in Stroud District 
closest to the canal and 
for whom the impact of 
the canal restoration will 
be most significant. It 
also includes the local 
people who will be 
recruited to restoration 
volunteer teams

Project activities will be designed to engage children, young people and 
their schools and learning environments both formally through linking 
to STEM subjects in the curricula and informally through a range of 
settings. They include: 
•  Primary school canal curricula 
•  Volunteering, training, internships and work experience placements
•  Duke of Edinburgh placements
•  Youth-led enterprise 
•  Accredited college study programmes
•  Citizen history projects
•  Canal interpretation work with young people and schools covering  
   photography, graffiti, art, sculpture, poetry and performance art

Project activities will be designed to attract and get the local canal 
community more actively involved in canal restoration, wildlife 
conservation, community Hub development and water-based action. 
These activities include: 
•  Exhibition 42 Canal Side Temporary Interpretation
•  Tree, shrub and hedgerow planting
•  Orchard projects and the construction of wildlife habitats
•  Boating trips and other water-based activities
•  Canal trials, walks and heritage events and opportunities  
   (Wool & Water Festival, walking festivals, canal carnival)
•  Community hub development and local business incubation and  
   capacity building  
•  Canal interpretation covering photography, graffiti, art, sculpture,   
   poetry and performance art  
•  Volunteering opportunities 

•  A broader range of children, young people and university  
   students are engaged in training, work placements and  
   internships
•  Children, young people and university students have  
   improved skills, knowledge and understanding of their  
   local heritage
•  Our canal heritage is better explained and interpreted

•  A broader range of people and communities engage with  
   and learn more about their local canal heritage
•  Community regeneration, development and local resilience  
   for canal-based towns and villages
•  Greater knowledge and understanding of the state of  
   wildlife and the environment in the canal/river corridor
•  More engagement by people and communities with nature  
   leading to improved health and wellbeing
•  Greater community ownership and stewardship of the  
   canal corridor
•  Improved health and wellbeing for people and communities  
   through their involvement in canal restoration, creative  
   interpretation and re-connection with their local heritage  
   and sense of place
•  A more diverse range of people enjoy participation in  
   community-based events and activities that lead to  
   greater community cohesion, physical and mental health  
   and wellbeing

Activities and Outcomes for our Main Audiences

Audience Group cont. Project Activities cont. Expected Outcomes cont.

Project activities for these groups will focus on empowerment,  
life-skills development and social integration. They are designed 
to give people useful skills and knowledge for employability, 
engage them outdoors in nature, reduce loneliness and isolation 
and improve self-esteem and confidence. 

The programme includes focused support for people with 
multiple barriers to participation, including 1:1 mentoring and 
support to co-produce a personal plan or pathway according to 
their interests and outcome ambitions.  

These activities include: 
•  Mentored volunteering, training and work placements in canal  
    restoration, wildlife conservation, events, Hubs or small  
    business enterprises
•  Accessible boat trips, canoeing, paddle-boarding and water- 
   based activities
•  Canal and textile workshops for specific under- 
    represented groups, as part of the annual Wool & Water Festival 
•  Peer Mentoring support for 60 individuals each year
•  Mentored support to participates in canal interpretation work  
    covering photography, graffiti, art, sculpture, poetry and  
    performance art

•  New skills, confidences and qualifications for a larger  
    and more diverse range of new people and communities,  
    who have overcome complex barriers to participation, by  
    providing a wide range of formal and informal canal  
    heritage activities and opportunities
•  Improved self-esteem, self-agency and raised expectations  
    by a larger and diverse range of new people and  
    communities who improve their mental and physical  
    wellbeing, through meaningful participation in a wide  
    range of safe and supported canal activities
•  Increased wellbeing, community ownership, connection  
    and belonging, by a larger and diverse range of new people  
    and communities, who develop community, economic,  
    creative and place-based connections with their local  
    canal built, wildlife and social heritage
•  More resilient and sustainable community networks,  
    collaborations and partnerships working closely together  
    in sharing learning and resources to provide activities and  
    opportunities for canal communities

3. Under-represented 
people
This group includes a further six 
sub-categories of people from 
under-represented groups living 
along the canal corridor, across 
the wider district and in specific 
communities in Gloucester.  
These are:
1. Disadvantaged children and

young people (age 0 to 24)
2. Vulnerable adults 
3. Specific under-represented

age groups (teenagers, young 
adults and people over 66)

4. People and communities
living in our key areas (rural 
areas and areas where there is 
high levels of deprivation). 

5. Individuals, specifically of
Caribbean, African, Asian & 
Mixed heritage who identify 
as being from a visible ethnic 
minority group*.

6. People with young children
living across the canal corridor

* One of the barriers to participation in canal activities, that we identified, is feeling visibly different, over-scrutinised, standing out, or a sense of feeling unwelcome. We want to ensure these barriers are minimised to encourage visibly 
noticeable ethnic minority groups  feel that the canal is a space for everyone. One of the six focus groups identified as at risk of marginalisation and under-representation in the Project will therefore be ‘Individuals, specifically of 
Caribbean, African, Asian & Mixed heritage who identify as being from a visible ethnic minority group.
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Audience Group cont. Project Activities cont. Expected Outcomes cont.

4. Visitors, tourists 
and lottery players 
This group include our 
audiences who live 
across the whole District 
and Gloucestershire 
generally. It includes 
specific people and 
communities from 
Gloucester City as well 
as visitors and lottery 
players from other  
parts of the UK

Project activities for this group are designed to connect communities 
through our canal and railways and bring new people to the Cotswold 
Canals, as it links to the rest of the UK’s canal network and becomes 
a new national visitor destination. These activities will also raise the 
profile of the Project and The National Lottery Heritage Fund. 

The kinds of activities specifically aimed at attracting these people 
include:
•  A Canal-Rail Trail 
•  Float my Boat canal carnival
•  Accessible boat trips, canoeing, paddle-boarding and water-based  
   activities
•  Heritage days at Stroud’s Museum in the Park
•  Community-led canal-based fetes and celebrations
•  Canal trails, local canal walks, talks and exhibitions
•  Canal-based exhibitions, workshops and events as part of the annual  
   Wool & Water Festival 
•  Public Archive Events at Gloucester Archives (Glos Heritage Hub)
•  Flagship canal interpretation project involving a leading national artist
•  10 exclusive canal-based events designed to thank lottery players  
   for their support 
•  Trip down an empty lock or guided tour under the M5 and ‘Missing Mile’

•  A sustainably managed canal corridor which attracts new  
   and supports existing business and enterprise
•  Community regeneration, development and local resilience  
   for canal-based towns and villages
•  Reduced youth unemployment, out migration and  
   entrenched worklessness across the project area and  
   specific communities in Gloucester
•  Enhanced well-being for people and communities through  
   improving their employment opportunities, their lives  
   and livelihoods
•  Over 3 Million people will become aware of the Cotswold  
   Canals restoration and its broader benefits to national  
   waterways heritage conservation through a wide reaching,  
   focused and diverse communications strategy
•  The Cotswold Canals becomes a canal visitor destination  
   and continues to be promoted through a range of  
   established and sustainable communication and  
   marketing channels and strategies which involve all  
   delivery partners

“Such a brilliant facility, which promotes healthy living, which we thoroughly 
enjoy. I have seen all sorts of groups young and old enjoying the canal.”
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Our project has a large geographical reach and these 
audience groups include a wide range of different  
types of people. As part of delivering our Volunteer  
Plan, we hope to offer opportunities for volunteering  
to as many people as possible, as well  as bringing in 
people with specific useful skills and knowledge.  

We spent significant time during the Development Stage 
understanding our audiences, their intersectionality’s and 
their motivations for participation and volunteering. We 
tailored specific activities and bodies of project work to 
specific groups of people. CCC’s Volunteer Plan includes  
a range of bespoke volunteering roles that allow the  
project partners to work with new audiences. It offers a 
variety of opportunities for volunteers, designed to  
respond strategically to the motivations of the project 
audiences and reduce barriers to their involvement.

Our volunteer activities and recruitment strategy has now 
been designed to ensure the engagement of 5 specific 
audience groups. These audiences were chosen to ensure 
that CCC engages those groups underrepresented, as  
well as those who will significantly add value to the 
restoration process and those who we currently work 
well with, such as older males, for whom we know there 
are significant health and wellbeing benefits and canal 
enthusiasts or retired engineers who continue to bring 
knowledge, skills and expertise to the restoration. 

Focusing on 
Volunteer 
Recruitment

“I supported the successful 
completion of the Dudbridge 
Hydro Scheme, learning new 
skills that led to me gaining 
paid employment with a local 
green energy company.”

Survey feedback from existing volunteers, Dec 2019

Young people 
aged 16-24

In order to support 
the pathway from 

volunteering through 
to further education, 

skills development and 
employment

Under- 
represented people
Six identified sub-groups  

and particularly encourage  
more practical outdoor 

volunteering opportunities for 
local disabled people and  

those with mental  
health issues

Women
To improve attitudes  

towards women’s  
participation,  

building confidence 
and improving 

communication

Older men
To bring new skills, 

knowledge and 
experience to the 

restoration

Nature lovers  
and technical 

specialists
To provide a resource  
base of skill and local 

knowledge for restoration 
and biodiversity  

work

Main 
Volunteer 

Recruitment  
Groups

Main Volunteer Audiences

CCT Bookshop Volunteers, Alan & Anna Watts
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Developing a  
Vision & Theory 
of Change
As part of the strategic planning process we clarified and fine-
tuned our outcome ambitions for people, communities and the 
environment. We categorised and grouped specific activities together, 
reviewing and refining our original project themes and outcomes to 
form five core strategic aims. These over-arching strategies are rooted 
in, and build on, the original themes we had developed as part of 
Phase 1A. They present a clearly conceptualised Theory of Change  
and Project Vision by integrating the strands of the work to 
demonstrate multiple outcomes for people and communities in 
heritage learning, wildlife conservation and resource management, 
creative arts and interpretation, inclusive community economic 
development, sustainable tourism and health and wellbeing.

Restore the historic link between England’s 
two greatest rivers in the interests of 
conservation, biodiversity and local quality 
of life, maximising the widest potential of the 
restoration as a catalyst for social, cultural, 
economic and environmental regeneration.

CCC Project Vision is to:

Post COVID-19 our communities will need the social, cultural and economic regeneration which this project brings to Stroud District and nearby Gloucester - some of the 25% most deprived 
areas of England. The historic waterway is not navigable and the canal and nearby natural habitats between Saul and Stonehouse are in desperate need of conservation and restoration.  
The economic and sustainable management benefits of Phase 1A cannot be fully realised without the next Phase of the restoration.

Why Here? 
Why Now?

• Restore 6.1km of
waterways and tow 
path

• 1 mile of new canal
• New and restored

historic locks and 
bridges

• Innovative

• New didactic canal
based interpretation 
boards, signage & 
maps

• Community
interpretation

• Programmes of
community events/ 
exhibitions/workshops

• Stroudwater Canal
Carnival

• Community Hubs
• Community Rail

Partnership
• Community Canal

Boat Enterprise
• Canal-based licensed

local enterprises
• Canal Enterprise

Forum
• Sustainable Tourism

Plan

• Focused mentoring
for under-
represented groups 
and people in 
rehabilitation 
programmes

• Access Canal
inclusive programme 
of projects, activities 
and workshops

• Recruit new and hips
support existing 
volunteers

• New volunteer roles
• Training and skills

development
• A communication

plan
• Inclusion training
• Safe-guarding work

• Heritage
apprenticeships

• Work placements
• Canal heritage

artefacts & resources
• Restored archive

documents
• Archive Events

• Canal curriculum for
heritage teaching and 
learning

• College and Uni
placements

• Informal education
programme

• Accredited courses
with GWT’s Wild for 
Nature programme

• 21 hectares of wildlife
rich land

• 30,000 trees
• 4km of new

hedgerows
• Orchards and

wetlands
• New wildlife habitats
• Ecological surveys

monitoring

By doing 
this...

It will lead 
to this...

Creating Places

• A new navigable canal waterway
• A renewed sense of place and

stewardship of the canal corridor
• Deeper understanding of and

relationship to the built and 
natural environment by people and 
communities

• A celebration of our cultural heritage
through arts, creativity and 
innovation

Prosperous & connected 
communities
• Connected towns and villages

through our canals and railways
• Phase 1A linked to the national

network and economic benefits 
realised

• A new canal destination for tourists
and locals

• A sustainably managed canal corridor
which attracts new and supports 
existing business & enterprise

Inclusive & cohesive 
communities
• Skills and knowledge for a broader

range of people and communities
• New opportunities for everyone to

enjoy themselves outdoors
• Broader participation by people from

different socio- economic groups, 
ethnic backgrounds and age groups

• Improved self-esteem and confidence
• Resilient partner organisations for

sustainable canal management and 
community engagement

Pathways to heritage 
learning
• A broader range of people are

engaged in training, work placements 
and internships

• People and communities have
improved skills, knowledge and 
understanding of their local heritage

• Our canal heritage is better explained
and interpreted

Working with nature

• Increased biodiversity
• Protected wildlife
• Improved condition of the natural

canal heritage
• Increased knowledge of wildlife and

the environment in the canal/river 
corridor

• More multi-functional natural spaces
and blue green infrastructure

• Reduced negative impacts

If we...
Build on existing, 

networks and 
assets to develop 
a national canal 

destination

Harness the 
amazing skill and 

capacity of our 
volunteers

Connect people 
to their natural 

environment and 
produce wildlife 

learning

Protect and 
enhance the 

natural heritage

Conserve and 
restore the canal

Broaden 
participation to 
make access to 
the canal more 

inclusive

Restore the canal 
archive and make 

it accessible for 
everyone

Involve everyone 
in creative, 

community-led 
interpretation

Support new 
opportunities 
for people to 
authentically 

participate

Develop formal 
and informal 

canal learning 
programmes

Leading 
to lasting 
benefits...

A renewed sense and spirit of place which 
encourages enjoyment and understanding of the natural, 
historic and cultural heritage of the Cotswolds, reconnecting 
people to their canal heritage and cultural assets, providing a 
national visitor destination and bringing social, cultural and 
economic regeneration to our communities.

Resilient and cohesive partnerships, 
networks and communities which invest in 
people, relationships and grass roots organisations, adopt 
best practice inclusive approaches to participation and 
facilitate broad and meaningful engagement in heritage 
restoration and canal management.

Embedded and creative pathways  
for heritage learning which engage schools, colleges, 
local groups and the wider community, inspire historical enquiry, 
celebrate archive & engineering, protect wildlife and navigate 
people into training and employment.

Restore the historic link between England’s two greatest rivers in the interests of conservation, biodiversity and local quality of life, 
maximising the widest potential of the restoration as a catalyst for social, cultural, economic and environmental regeneration.
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Our project aims to achieve direct learning, wellbeing  
and economic outcomes for around 8,000 people however 
we expect that around 24,000 people will also benefit 
from participating in our wide programme of learning, 
interpretation, restoration and wildlife conservation 
activities. Our high-profile events and canal destination 
creation activities are also expected to reach over 750,000 
people by the end of our project, specifically as a result  
of Stroudwater Navigation being fully connected with the 
rest of the UK’s waterway networks.

Our Action Plan describes our project activities across all 
our main audience groups. Many of these activities have 
been designed to ensure that they include everyone, 
however, we will especially support the participation of  
our underrepresented 6 audience groups who require 
focussed engagement.

Activities & 
Outcomes for 
our Audience 
Groups

The following section describes those activities we have 
specifically aimed at our Four Main Audience Groups:

We expect to engage 2,450 children, young people and 
university students across the project. Our activities are 
designed to ensure that a broader range of young people 
are engaged in training, work placements and internships, 
improving skills, knowledge and understanding of local 
heritage. Our detailed research and planning will ensure 
that all schools, colleges and special schools in the  
corridor will have access to a range of appropriate, 
meaningful and enjoyable activities that can be  
embedded into their curriculums. 

We will offer a number of opportunities in partnership 
with regional universities that give undergraduates and 
graduates ways to enhance and extend their studies. 
Specific activities have also been developed, guided by 
our research, to support the retention and re-engagement 
of young people to reduce outward migration and youth 
unemployment.

•  Work experience placements
•  Whole school Canal curriculum and resources
•  Pathways to participation planning for individuals –  
   volunteering, training and work
•  Community volunteer links and canal adoption 
•  Duke of Edinburgh placements
•  Youth led enterprise development
•  Archive workshops for schools
•  Accredited college study programmes
•  Citizen history and science projects
•  Apprenticeships and internships across the project areas
•  Creative canal interpretation work with young people  
   and schools covering photography, graffiti, art, sculpture,  
   poetry and performance art

1. Schools, Colleges & Universities 
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We expect to engage approximately 750,000 people  
who live across Stroud District and Gloucestershire 
generally. It includes people and communities from 
Gloucester City as well as visitors from other parts of the  
UK and national lottery players. Our activities for this  
group are designed to connect communities through  
our canal and railways and bring new people to the 
Cotswolds Canals, as it links to the rest of the UK’s canal 
network and becomes a new national visitor destination. 
These activities will also raise the profile of the Project  
and The National Lottery Heritage Fund. 

We expect to engage 24,000 people who live in the rural 
villages and towns in Stroud District closest to the canal, 
including people from our existing audiences. The impact  
of the canal restoration is likely to be most significant for 
these people. Our activities are designed to retain and 
attract new volunteers, get people actively involved in 
canal restoration, wildlife conservation, community Hub 
development and water-based action. We hope to recruit 
new volunteers, generate excitement and local action,  
create a sense of place and ownership and ensure the 
benefits of regeneration are felt by those geographically 
nearest to the canal corridor (especially Stonehouse).   

The kinds of community engagement and volunteering 
activities aimed at involving our local canal communities 
include:

•  Exhibition 42: Canalside Temporary Community-led  
   Interpretation

•  Tree and shrub and hedgerow planting 

•  Orchard creation and husbandry (including restoration  
   of a relict orchard near Whitminster

•  Construction of wildlife habitats 

•  Accessible boat trips, canoeing, paddle-boarding and  
   water-based activities

•  Community-led canal-based events and celebrations

•  Canal-based canal and textile heritage opportunities   
   for people as part of the annual Wool & Water Festival 

•  Canal trails, local canal walks, talks and exhibitions
•  Community Hub development and canal adoption  
   schemes
•  Local business incubation and support
•  Creative canal interpretation work covering    
   photography, graffiti, art, sculpture, poetry and  
   performance art

2. People living adjacent to the canal 3. Visitors, tourists & lottery players
The kinds of activities specifically aimed at attracting  
these people include:

•  A Canal-Rail Trail 
•  Float my Boat canal carnival
•  Accessible boat trips, canoeing, paddle-boarding and  
   water-based activities
•  Heritage days at Stroud’s Museum in the Park
•  Community-led canal-based fetes and celebrations
•  Canal trails, local canal walks, talks and exhibitions
•  Canal-based exhibitions, workshops and events as  
   part of the annual Wool & Water Festival 
•  Public Archive Events at Gloucester Archives  
   (Glos Heritage Hub)
•  Flagship canal interpretation project involving a  
   leading national artist
•  10 exclusive canal-based events designed to thank  
   lottery players for their support

“It was so 
interesting 
learning about 
textile heritage 
- I even had 
a go using a 
traditional 
weaving loom.”
                   Isabella, Open Mills 
      weekend visitor, May 2019
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We expect to engage approximately 1,500 people from  
our six audience categories who have been identified as 
under-represented in waterways projects – both nationally 
and locally.  It includes people from under-represented 
groups living along the canal corridor, across the wider 
district and in specific communities in Gloucester. 

We have designed a specific series of activities for these 
people which focuses on empowerment, life-skills 
development and social integration. They are designed to 
give people useful skills and knowledge for employability, 
engage them outdoors in nature, reduce loneliness and 
isolation and improve self-esteem and confidence. 

These activities include focused support for people with 
multiple barriers to participation, including 1:1 mentoring 
and support to co-produce a personal plan or pathway 
according to their interests and outcome ambitions. 

The kinds of activities we will deliver as part of Pathways  
to Participation programme include:

•  Mentored volunteering, training and work placements  
   in canal restoration, wildlife conservation, events,  
   Hubs or small business enterprises
•  Accessible boat trips, canoeing, paddle-boarding and  
   water-based activities
•  Canal-based canal and textile workshops for specific  
   under-represented groups as part of the annual  
   Wool & Water Festival 
•  Peer Mentoring support for 60 individuals each year
•  Mentored support to participates in canal interpretation  
   work covering photography, graffiti, art, sculpture,  
   poetry and performance art

4. Under-represented people

“It must be  
a priority to  
help young 
people enjoy 
being outside 
so they will 
feel at ease 
in nature, 
and ready to 
learn about 
wildlife.”
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust
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CCC Strategic Project Aims & Outcomes
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The creation of nature rich 
wildlife corridors across the 
landscape - new wetlands 
and wildlife habitats, 
orchards and wildflower 
meadows, will encourage 
more people to engage  
with and connect to their 
local wildlife heritage.

Formal and informal 
learning opportunities will 
support placemaking using 
a range of media, such as 
photography, art, mini-
museums, history talks, 
theatre and canal story-
telling, which will re-connect 
people to their history and 
give them a greater sense  
of ownership and sense of 
their place.

The development of  
wildlife resource material  
for schools, accredited 
nature conservation 
activities in partnership  
with colleges and 
universities and programme 
of nature conservation 
activities, will enable more 
people to gain knowledge 
and practical skills to 
appreciate, benefit from  
and protect the natural 
world.

Canal heritage will be 
embedded in formal 
primary school curriculums 
and provide learning 
opportunities for other 
education settings about  
the local wildlife, built 
heritage and archive, 
through STEM, literacy  
and creative frameworks. 

Under-represented groups 
will spend more time in 
nature through tailored 
and inclusive guided nature 
walks and conservation 
projects. Mentoring and 
supported programmes 
of volunteering in wildlife 
conservation, including a 
partnership with Stroud 
Valleys Project, will deliver 
nature conservation and 
support the participation  
of vulnerable adult 
volunteers.  

Under-represented 
people and communities 
will overcome complex 
barriers to participation 
in a wide range of formal 
and informal activities and 
restoration volunteering 
opportunities. They will 
develop skills, confidences 
and qualifications,  
leading to purposeful lives, 
positive citizenship, greater 
community cohesion 
and improved physical 
and mental health and 
wellbeing.

Community orchards, 
wetlands creation projects, 
nature walks, talks and 
events, wildlife resource 
materials, accredited 
training opportunities, new 
and protected habitats 
and Community Wildlife 
Champions, will connect 
more people to the natural 
world, improve peoples’ 
health and wellbeing and 
ensure greater protection  
of our wildlife heritage. 

Accredited nature 
conservation activities in 
partnership with schools, 
colleges and universities  
and a programme 
of practical, outdoor 
nature conservation 
activities will encourage 
greater knowledge and 
understanding of wildlife 
and the environment by 
people and communities 
leading to better protection 
and resource management.

An award winning built and 
natural heritage project 
will raise the profile of our 
wildlife heritage areas, 
attracting new visitors and 
creating new eco-tourism 
opportunities.  Protected 
species surveys and natural 
resource management 
projects, led by local 
communities, will build 
greater responsibility over 
the natural environment  
and lead to resilience and 
future prosperity.

New training and skills 
transfer will help to navigate 
people back into formal 
training or employment 
and encourage greater 
retention of young people 
in our community. Archive 
accessibility, links to Glos 
Heritage Hub, public 
exhibitions and educational 
talks, will raise awareness  
and support the creation 
a canal heritage tourist 
destination, connecting our 
communities and resulting  
in economic regeneration.  
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Photography projects 
(Exhibition 42), exhibitions, 
creative workshops, 
festivals, a large-scale 
artist commission 
and community-led 
interpretation, will involve 
everyone in the canal 
restoration process  
building ownership and 
resulting in arts & cultural 
regeneration.

Informal learning 
about heritage through 
interpretation: stories, 
song, performance, art, 
photography, sound and
Online Citizen History and 
information boards/  
panels, will improve 
accessibility and deepen 
peoples’ understanding 
of the built and natural 
environment.

Providing opportunities for 
community interpretation, 
matching groups locations/
themes according to their 
strengths, assets and 
interests and linking them  
to artists, designers, 
historians, musicians, 
stonemasons and writers, 
will support people to 
develop and create their 
own ideas. 

Wildlife and nature 
art and interpretation 
projects, alongside formal 
interpretation boards, 
which explain new and 
existing wildlife areas and 
assets, will support people 
to engage with nature  
in a meaningful and  
creative way. 

An annual Canal-Rail Trail, 
the Float my Boat Carnival, 
a flagship canal-based 
art installation project 
and regular photography 
exhibitions, festivals and 
creative workshops, will 
attract new visitors,  
support business 
development and lead  
to local economic 
regeneration. 
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The involvement of over 
500 new volunteers across 
3 years, actively involved in 
canal, wildlife and archive 
restoration, will make our 
heritage accessible to the 
community and develop the 
heritage identity of our canal 
towns.

Volunteering opportunities 
which provide skills 
development training,  
work experience, 
internships and 
apprenticeship placement 
opportunities, will support 
pathways to employment/ 
training navigation.

Inclusion training for 
Volunteer Ambassadors, 
welfare units, accessible 
toilets and quiet spaces at 
sub-project’s sites,  
alongside mentoring for 
under-represented people 
and subsistence/ travel 
bursaries for volunteers,  
will support a more  
inclusive volunteer 
environment and diversify 
our volunteer workforce.

Mentoring and supported 
programmes of volunteering 
in wildlife conservation 
including a partnership  
with Stroud Valleys Project, 
will allow us to deliver 
nature conservation 
outcomes which are run  
by and involve local 
volunteers.

Volunteering opportunities 
which include skills transfer 
will contribute towards 
navigating people back 
into formal training or 
employment, reducing 
unemployment and 
building local prosperity.  
Volunteer Lengthspeople 
linked with local schools 
and community groups 
will support sustainable 
canal management and 
maintenance both for local 
people and new visitors.

Purpose/aims of pilot

Purpose/aims of pilot

Sense of Place cont. Heritage Learning cont. Inclusive cont. Nature cont. Prosperous cont.

To create a Sense of 
Place

Pathways to Heritage 
Learning

Inclusive & Cohesive 
Communities

Working with Nature Prosperous  & Connected 
Communities
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We will engage a wider range 
of people in creative heritage 
interpretation particularly 
photography, graffiti and 
textile design, providing 
mentoring and facilitated 
workshops to ensure those 
not currently engaged feel  
a greater sense of ownership 
of their canal heritage. The 
Float My Boat canal carnival 
will be designed as an 
inclusive event to attract a 
diverse range of people  
and communities.

The Canal-Rail Trail,
photography exhibitions, 
participation in the
Wool & Water Festival, 
creative community 
interpretation and a
Flagship Art Installation 
project, will bring national 
recognition and promote 
cultural re-generation,

Our mentoring programme 
will support the 
participation of under-
represented people in 
volunteering, training and 
informal heritage learning 
opportunities. They 
will overcome complex 
barriers to participation 
in a wide range of formal 
and informal activities and 
opportunities, developing 
skills, confidences and 
qualifications, through 
tailored, co-created 
programmes.

Walks and talks linked to 
festivals and communities, 
CCT talks and roadshows 
showcasing the project 
and attracting historians, 
and heritage students and 
online resources marketable 
to schools across the 
country, will support CCC 
to become both a tourist 
and educational heritage 
destination. 

Inclusive, active, meaningful 
and authentic participation 
in safe, supported activities 
that develop self-esteem, 
self-agency and raise 
expectations, leading to 
better life-chances and 
improved health and 
wellbeing. Community 
networks and partnerships 
will work together to provide 
activities and opportunities 
for canal communities, 
sharing learning and 
resources, leading to more 
resilient and sustainable 
community networks.

Mentored participation in 
art-based community canal 
interpretation projects,
community events and 
carnivals as well as canal 
adoption projects with 
schools or communities, 
will make local economic 
development accessible 
to everyone, especially our 
main audiences.  

Mentoring and supported 
programmes of volunteering 
in wildlife conservation, 
guided nature walks, 
community orchards,  
Stroud Valleys Project 
volunteering projects, 
Community Wildlife 
Champions and inclusive 
nature events will connect 
more people to the natural 
world, improve peoples’ 
health and wellbeing and 
ensure greater protection  
of our wildlife heritage.

Wide publicity of wildlife and 
conservation opportunities 
for all audiences and 
marketing of our wildlife 
corridor asset as a tourist 
destination, along with 
a national Building with 
Nature award, will raise 
the profile of our wildlife 
heritage areas, attract new 
visitors and create wildlife 
tourism opportunities.

Canal-based local 
enterprises, small local 
businesses, youth-led 
projects and specific canal 
communities (Stonehouse) 
will benefit from business 
incubation, focused 
support and prioritised 
canal licences. Community 
adoption schemes and 
community Hubs will also 
build the resilience of canal-
based towns and villages 
to encourage economic 
and social regeneration 
as well as reducing youth 
unemployment and 
entrenched worklessness. 

Canal-based small  
business development 
support and capacity 
building as well as 
canal adoption projects  
with schools or communities 
as well as a strong 
regional and national 
marketing strategy and 
the development of a 
Sustainable Tourism 
Network and Plan will 
increase local tourism and 
result in local economic 
regeneration

Creative media such 
as local & national arts 
interpretation, Canal FM, 
press, film, exhibitions,  
radio interviews and 
soundscape will publicise 
our canal events and 
attract visitors supporting 
the creation of a canal 
destination. 

A contemporary website 
which publicises 
volunteering and pathways 
to heritage learning 
opportunities as well as 
canal-based school  
curricula e-resources 
marketed to schools means 
thousands of people will 
learn about our canal 
heritage. 

Accessible communications 
and marketing which use 
inclusive language and 
messaging, dynamic and 
creative online media, 
an interactive, accessible 
website, social media 
campaigns, blogs and 
project-related forums for 
volunteers will enable a 
diverse range of people 
to become inspired and 
engaged in the restoration.

Wildlife conservation 
work linked to the canal 
restoration promoted 
through existing 
communications (annual 
reports, newsletters 
and magazines) as well 
as features in national 
publications. Partnerships 
with national nature 
conservation orgs, projects 
(i.e. SRT) and conferences.  

Profile-raising campaigns 
and events such as canal 
trails, festivals and raft races, 
a wide variety of literature 
such as fliers, posters, 
banners, printed maps, 
promotional postcards and 
interpretation material and 
representation at trade fairs, 
conferences and the CCT 
Roadshow will raise CCC’s 
profile and attract tourists 
and bring prosperity.

Purpose/aims of pilot Purpose/aims of pilotSense of Place cont. Sense of Place cont.Heritage Learning cont. Heritage Learning cont.Inclusive cont. Inclusive cont.Nature cont. Nature cont.Prosperous cont. Prosperous cont.
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NLHF outcomes met: 1 2 3 6 8 11 12 13 14

1.  A sustainably managed 
canal corridor which 
attracts new and supports 
existing business and 
enterprise

2.  Community 
regeneration, 
development and local 
resilience for canal-based 
towns and villages

3.  Reduced youth 
unemployment, out 
migration and entrenched 
worklessness across the 
project area and specific 
communities in Gloucester

4.  Enhanced wellbeing  
for people and 
communities 
through improving 
their employment 
opportunities, their lives 
and livelihoods

•   5-10 canal-based licensed local enterprises with  
    costed business plans
•   A Community Enterprise mentoring programme  
    with a tool kit and training
•   A canal-based enterprise forum (bi-annual forums)
•   Canal-boat community enterprise incubated in  
    partnership with internationally renowned artist  
    Luke Jerram
•   Sustainable Tourism Plan 
•   Community Rail Partnership accreditation –  
    Gloucester, Stonehouse and Stroud
•   Series of Station Exhibitions and activities linking  
    Stroud, Stonehouse and Gloucester 
•   Memory Train – Inclusive On-board activities  
    celebrating canal and rail heritage between  
    Gloucester and Stroud
•   Float My Boat, Gloucester, Stonehouse, Stroud –  
    Community connections celebrated through Land,  
    Rail and Water activities see Creating Places  
    programme

Main audience group:
•   People living adjacent  
    to the canal and under- 
    represented people

In particular:
•   International tourists  
    and visitors, local  
    tourism stakeholders

•   Young adults aged  
    19-30, asylum  
    seekers and refugees,  
    disadvantaged young  
    people and disabled  
    young people

Lead by:
•   Destination & Events  
    Co-ordinator (CS)

Supported by:
•   Activities Officer (CS)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   Maintenance Manager  
    (CCT)
•   Sustrans Active Travel  
    Consultants
•   Environment Manager  
    (GWT)
•   Communication &  
    Marketing Officer (SDC)
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Co-ordinator (CS)
•   Destination Management  
    Organisations
•   Stroud Textile Trust (VOL)
•   GWR Community  
    Manager 
•   Tourism & Hospitality  
    Intern (CS)
•   Business Intern (CS)

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Community Enterprise & Local Economic Development Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Community Enterprise and Local Economic Development

The work delivered as part of our Community 
Enterprise and Local Economic Development 
Plan (CED) will harness the economic and  
social opportunities that Cotswold Canals 
Connected presents for people along the  
canal corridor. This work identifies and 
maximises opportunities for local economic 
development, by improving connectivity 
and community cohesion in an inclusive and 
accessible way. It will facilitate pathways that 
increase economic and cultural regeneration, 
whilst prioritising activities that are healthy  
and environmentally sustainable.

As part of this Plan we will support the 
community to benefit from the new economic 
opportunities ahead. CCC will stimulate new 
business opportunity as well as becoming an 
attractive, accessible national waterway tourist 
destination which will draw new visitors from 
neighbouring urban centres, such as Gloucester.  
Its connectivity to the national waterways 
provides a powerful vehicle and focus point for 
building place-specific services, experiences  
and adventures, which are provided by local 
people to benefit them and visitors alike. 

Community Enterprise & Local Economic  
Development Plan Summary (Ref: CED)
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1.  Canal heritage is 
embedded in formal 
primary school curriculums 
through STEM, literacy and 
creative frameworks

2.  A more diverse range 
of people are engaged in 
training, work placements 
and internships and have 
improved skills

3.  The canal corridor 
community has more 
understanding of their  
local heritage and a greater 
sense of ownership and 
sense of their place

4.  A more diverse  
range of people enjoy 
participation in events 
and activities that lead 
to community cohesion, 
physical and mental  
health and wellbeing

•   Canal-based curriculum in local primary schools 
•   Volunteer Lengthspeople linked with local schools  
    and community groups for canal adoption 
•   Heritage learning opportunities for college and  
    university students studying a range of subjects
•   Apprenticeship placements with CRT
•   Work placements and summer interns 
•   A Citizen History project 
•   Archive inventory and summary of key documents –  
    letter books, minute books, maps and sketches
•   Archive volunteering opportunities 
•   Gloucestershire Heritage Hub events
•   Heritage walks 
•   Annual Canal Day at the museum 
•   Community-based workshops 
•   Canal heritage artefacts in the Museum 
•   Archive presentations and resource boxes
•   Special events for Lottery players 
•   Exclusive and publicised special events for lottery  
    players - such as exclusive boat trips, train rides,  
    walks and events

Main audience group:
•   Schools, colleges and  
    universities
•   Six Under-represented  
    groups

In particular:
•   Primary Schools and  
    primary school children,  
    including those in key  
    areas, schools higher  
    on deprivation index  
    and special schools
•   Young people aged  
    16-24 including  
    disabled young people
•   Young people at FE  
    colleges and  
    Universities age 19-30

Led by:
•   Community Engagement  
    Programme Manager (CS)
•   Education Officer (CS)

Supported by:
•   Activities Officer (CS)
•   Environmental Assistant  
    (GWT/SVP)
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Co-ordinator (CS)
•   Volunteer Manager (SDC)
•   Tutors at SGS College  
    (SGS)
•   Primary and Secondary  
    Schools (SAS)
•   SGS college tutors
•   Royal Agricultural  
    University, UWE, Bristol,  
    Bath and Gloucestershire  
    Universities

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Formal & Informal Learning Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Formal learning  2.  Active engagement  3.  Informal learningNLHF outcomes met: 1 3 4 5 6 8 11 12

Our Heritage Learning programme has at its 
heart the Stroudwater Navigation Archive, 
the most complete canal archives in the UK, 
and together with the development of a 21 
Ha wildlife and biodiversity corridor and 
40 engineering projects the scope for both 
formal and informal learning opportunities 
is extremely broad. 

The wealth of opportunities will be hugely 
enhanced by existing resources including 
actively engaged canal enthusiasts in 
engineering and restoration working 
with SDC and CCT; educators working 
with Museum in the Park and a number 
of local history groups; experts in natural 
environment working with Gloucestershire 
Wildlife Trust and Stroud Valleys Project; 
people working with the canal textiles 
heritage, Stroud Textiles Trust and the 
Wool and Water Festival; and existing 
canal based community hubs along the 
canal corridor from Stroud to Gloucester. 
As with all our activities we will embed the 
project outcomes in partnership with these 
organisations to create a rich community-
led programme that will outlive the life of 
this project.

Formal & Informal Learning Plan Summary (Ref: LP)
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NLHF outcomes met: 1 3 4 5 6 8 11 12

Interpretation Plan: Outcomes & Activities

1. Greater community 
ownership and stewardship 
of the canal corridor by 
people and communities 
through participation in 
creative arts interpretation 
projects 

2. Deeper understanding 
of the built and natural 
environment through 
formal and informal  
canal-based interpretation 

3. Improved health 
and wellbeing through 
involvement in creative 
interpretation and a  
re-connection with local 
heritage and sense of place

•   Float My Boat Canal Carnival
•   Artists and community collaborations 
•   Open Mills
•   Performance art 
•   Cataloguing canal history 
•   Miniature Museum flagship piece 
•   Station exhibitions at Stroud, Stonehouse,  
    Gloucester each year
•   Community hub exhibitions/ celebrations
•   Annual canal trail
•   Leaflets about wildlife, archive, built heritage
•   Radio Droogdok commission
•   Exhibition 42 of engineering works in progress
•   A1 panels – history/ engineering/ wildlife 
•   Panels with canal route graphics
•   Gateway panels - amenity information
•   Sculptural installations, wildlife
•   Leaflets on wildlife and built/archive heritage

Main audience groups:
•   People living adjacent  
    to the canal
•   Visitors and tourists

In particular:
•   Commuters, specialist      
    interest groups, families  
    with young children,  
    walkers, cyclists, tourists  
    and visitors

Led by:
•   Community  
    Development Manager  
    (CS)

Supported by:
•   Didactic/formal  
    interpretation panel  
    designer (Commissioned)
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Coordinator (CS)
•   Destination & Events  
    Coordinator (CS)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   SNAC archive team (VOL)
•   Graphic Designer  
    (Commissioned)
•   Archive Intern (SNAC)
•   Design Intern (SDC)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   Environment Manager  
    (GWT) 

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Celebrating and building on existing local cultural assets
2.  Creative community-led interpretation
3.  Didactic interpretation (See Section L: Cotswold Canals Phase 1B Didactic Interpretation Plan)Our Interpretation Plan combines commissioning with 

co-production and will include as many new ideas as 
possible. We will build on examples of didactic and 
community-led formal interpretation from Phase 1A 
to ensure continuity with existing information boards, 
panels and canal signage which has been in place for 
a few years. In particular the 20 lectern panels and 
new signposts, which were part of Phase 1A, and for 
which CCC has received much positive feedback by 
the community. The didactic interpretation work is 
all included in the supporting project brief: Section L: 
Cotswold Canals Phase 1B Didactic Interpretation Plan.

To encourage deeper involvement from those living  
along the canal corridor we will draw on a variety of 
expertise to develop a wide portfolio of interpretation. 
It will include photography exhibitions, a Miniature 
Museum, canal trails and a large-scale artist commission. 
A series of community-led creative workshops will 
be integral to our Float my Boat Canal Carnival. On-
site exhibitions will communicate how the project is 
progressing from the outset and, as displays change 
and evolve, the materials will become a modern archive 
and a record of the project’s delivery. Our creative, 
community-led approach to interpretation with allow for 
the co-creation of ideas, help new audiences engage with 
heritage stories and bring creative practices to the public. 
We will build a greater sense of canal ownership, enhance 
our spirit of place and contribute towards community 
cohesion and cultural regeneration.

Interpretation Plan Summary (Ref: IP)
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NLHF outcomes met: 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

1.  New skills, confidences 
and qualifications for a 
larger and more diverse 
range of new people and 
communities

2.  Improved self-esteem, 
self-agency and raised 
expectations by a larger 
and diverse range of new 
people and communities

3.  Increased wellbeing, 
community ownership, 
connection and belonging 

4.  More resilient and 
sustainable community 
networks, collaborations 
and partnerships working 
closely together in sharing 
learning and resources 
to provide activities and 
opportunities for canal 
communities

•   Cotswold Canals Connected Consultative Group  
    (CCCCG) partnership and outreach tool kits
•   Annual large-scale public community engagement  
    events 
•   Bi-annual small-scale community engagement events  
    across the corridor
•   Community Hub leadership and business development 
•   Floating Community Hub
•   Peer-to-Peer Mentoring
•   Improved and extended towpath
•   Community-led ‘Nicer on the Water’ event
•   Engaging communications and publicity 
•   Access Bike cyclist-walker programme
•   Bi-annual Inclusion Training 
•   Canal adoption scheme 
•   Canoe build & hire enterprise - community hub
•   Community groups investment of support and  
    facilitation package
•   Canal fencing design and build enterprise, comprising      
    upcycled material

Main audience groups:
•   Under-represented  
    people

In particular:
•   Disabled people, people

with young children, 
Individuals, specifically 
of Caribbean, African, 
Asian & Mixed heritage 
who identify as being 
from a visible ethnic 
minority group, LGBTQ+, 
people and community 
groups living in specific 
areas, vulnerable adults 
and young adults age 
18+, adults living with or 
recovering from drug and 
alcohol addiction, long-
term unemployed, adults 
homeless or in sheltered 
accommodation, people 
living with loneliness, 
refugees & asylum seekers

Led by:
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Co-ordinator (CS)

Supported by:
•   Community Engagement  
    Programme Manager (CS)
•   Volunteer Lengsthmen  
    (CCT/SDC)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   Activities Officer (CS)
•   Facilitated by CRT  
    adoption scheme officer
•   Community Group Leader
•   Canal side schools (SAS)
•   Volunteer Manager (SDC)

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Participation & Inclusion Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Working with local resources and assets
2.  Overcoming barriers to engagement for the wider community
3.  Overcoming barriers to engagement for under-represented people and communities
4.  Sustainable long-term engagement

Our Participation and Inclusion Plan 
provides an exemplar model of a 
community-embedded approach 
to inclusion for a national heritage 
project, in terms of models, theory 
and research. During the Development 
Stage we worked together to develop 
a best practice approach to inclusion, 
evaluation and mentoring. These 
methodologies underpin all our  
ways of working across every strand  
of the Project. 

We will model inclusion to a huge 
number of social, public and private 
bodies, backed up by a wealth of 
experience and existing quality  
practice across the canal corridor. 

Participation & Inclusion Plan Summary (Ref: PIP)
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NLHF outcomes met: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

1.  Increased biodiversity 
within the River Frome 
corridor in 15 years

2.  Minimal negative 
environmental impact 
during the construction

3.  More connectivity of 
wildlife habitats in the 
Severn Vale

4.  More multi-functional 
natural spaces and blue 
green infrastructure for 
health and wellbeing and 
networks where nature can 
thrive

5.  Greater understanding of 
wildlife and the environment 
in the canal/river corridor

6.  More engagement by 
people and communities 
with nature leading to 
improved health and 
wellbeing

Ecological surveys and monitoring of protected species 
and habitats
•   Provision of additional still water habitat to mitigate  
    for loss of existing habitat important for dragonflies  
    and damselflies
•   Installation of wildlife mitigation measures.
•   Construction of wildlife habitats
•   Skills and training to local educational facilities  
    in ecology and the environment.
•   Restore a relict community orchard 
•   New wildlife areas
•   Environment Bank Accreditation
•   Tree, shrub and hedgerow planting
•   Upstream river restoration and habitat improvement  
    projects at Bonds Mill Paleochannel and Stroud  
    Cricket Club
•   Accessible tow path
•   New accessible green community spaces
•   Nature-based training, work experience and informal  
    learning opportunities
•   Convert pill boxes for bat habitats
•   Insect houses in urban/peri urban areas

Main audience groups:
•   People living adjacent  
    to the canal

In particular:
•   New and existing  
    volunteers, schools,  
    universities, nature  
    lovers and all our  
    audiences

Led by:
•   Environmental Manager  
    (GWT)
•   Community Engagement  
    Programme Manager (CS)
•   Volunteer Manager (SDC)

Supported by:
•   Activities Officer (CS)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   Environmental Project  
    Officer (GWT/SVP)
•   Maintenance Manager  
    Assistant (CCT)
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Co-ordinator (CS)
•   Mentors (CS)
•   Site Manager (CCT)

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

People & Nature Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Managing impacts of restoration  2.  Biodiversity and Accreditation  3.  Ecological Connectivity Activities  4.  Green Infrastructure
5.  Outreach Consultation  6.  Community Engagement – Heath & Wellbeing  7.  Training and Accreditation

Our People and Nature Plan will bring more people 
closer to the natural as well as the industrial heritage. 
Volunteers will learn how to respect nature, as they 
work on restoration and construction projects whilst 
the education, public engagement, volunteering and 
community interpretation programmes will blend 
both nature and culture. We will create green and 
blue infrastructure that recognises the value of the 
ecosystem services provided by nature. This approach 
will combine Gloucestershire’s existing biodiversity 
goals with the waterway heritage goals of the Cotswold 
Canals Trust (and others) to produce a resilient system 
that can be used, enjoyed and cared for by people 
while enhancing habitat networks for wildlife.  

CCC partners are committed to restoring and 
rebuilding the canal and want to use the restoration 
to showcase how development can support 
and enhance wildlife and result in an increase 
in biodiversity. This work will result in improved 
outcomes for wildlife linked to the canal restoration. 
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (GWT) will partner  
with the project to create new habitats and 
enhancing existing habitats which will deliver 
net biodiversity gain to Gloucestershire and the 
South West of England and contribute towards the 
local and national Biodiversity Action Plans and 
Biodiversity 2020 targets.

People & Nature Plan Summary (Ref: PN)
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Our Volunteer Plan will offer a huge range of new 
volunteering opportunities, further enhancing a thriving 
community of local stakeholders who will improve 
knowledge, appreciation and conservation of the Stroudwater 
Navigation, leaving the heritage better understood and 
better managed. Groups and networks of volunteers will 
be broadened and further embedded to continue the work 
well beyond the life of the project funding with stronger 
relationships between volunteers, the project partnership, 
and other regional conservation and heritage bodies. 

Volunteering activities will provide opportunities for people 
to develop skills, knowledge and experience in a range of 
heritage areas. Volunteers, who have gained new skills 
through the project, will be able to share their knowledge  
and in some cases move into further training or employment. 
By undertaking a broad range of volunteering projects  
and developing collaborative approaches, the Project will 
also have a lasting impact on the ongoing work of all the 
delivery partners. 

The Cotswold Canals Trust and Stroud District Council will 
continue to run and develop all the volunteering projects 
that we developed as part of the Volunteer Plan. This will 
involve new volunteering roles and activities, which draw on 
the experience of the project partners to navigate our new 
audiences through pathways to volunteering, aligned with 
skills development and new ways of working.

Volunteer Plan Summary (Ref: VP)

NLHF outcomes met: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1.  A more diverse range 
of people are engaged 
in volunteering leading 
to greater community 
cohesion, physical and 
mental health and  
wellbeing

2.  New volunteer pathways 
link people to training and 
work experience, improving 
their skills, confidence  
and commitment towards 
life-long learning and 
better life chances

3.  Greater knowledge and 
understanding of the local 
heritage through a wide 
range of volunteer activities 
which inspire peoples’ 
participation and result in 
a greater sense of heritage 
ownership and sense of 
their place

•   Define volunteer roles and responsibilities 
•   Provide incentives for team leaders
•   Work volunteer teams to improve pathways to  
    volunteering
•   Training programme for volunteers and staff –  
    inclusion, safe-guarding, H&S
•   Provide mentoring for underrepresented people to  
    support them to volunteer across all areas.
•   Use Gloucester Culture Trust’s proforma to define the  
    volunteer offer and handbook
•   Run ‘Meet the Volunteers’ events across the year
•   Recruit and train volunteer lengthspeople and  
    volunteer ambassadors
•   Roadshow with local and regional events 
•   Develop online volunteer recruitment channels 
•   Provide D of E Award opportunities 
•   Develop and manage robust policy and procedures

Main audience groups:
•   People living adjacent  
    to the canal
•   Under-represented  
    people

In particular:
•   Existing Volunteers

Potential new volunteers 
from the following 
groups:
•   Six Under-represented  
    groups
•   Women
•   Older men
•   Nature lovers and  
    technical specialists
•   Young people aged  
    16-24

Led by:
•   Volunteer Manager (SDC)

Supported by:
•   Participation & Inclusion  
    Co-ordinator (CS)
•   Education Officer (CS)
•   Activities Officer (CS)
•   Canal Engineering  
    Manager (SDC)
•   Community Engagement  
    Programme Manager (CS)
•   Maintenance Manager  
    (CCT)
•   Site Manager (CCT)
•   Inclusion Peer Mentors  
    (CS)

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Volunteer Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1.  Building CCC’s capacity to manage more volunteers and a diverse range of volunteers
2.  Volunteer recruitment, training and capacity building
3.  Training programmes, apprenticeships, internships and work placements
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Our Communications and Marketing Plan will 
reinforce our community engagement, focussing 
on all our main audiences through a range of 
communication tools which will be designed to 
inspire, engage and mobilise all our audiences. 
It is designed to enable us to celebrate and 
promote the leisure, environmental and 
wellbeing benefits of the canal. Using a 
variety of media, we will raise awareness of 
our Project, locally, regionally and nationally. 
We will continue to develop our creative and 
contemporary branding which will support the 
creation of a national canal tourist destination.  

Our marketing strategy will also support our 
fundraising strategy and promote the work 
of our delivery partners, raising their profiles 
and encouraging organisational resilience 
and project sustainability.  We recognise the 
importance of communicating place, events and 
destination experiences that CCC can offer and 
plan to use a creative and contemporary range 
of media. Our communications plan is designed 
to reach our main audiences through multiple 
channels, recognising the need to maintain 
strong consistent branding. This will maintain 
audience engagement over time by keeping 
communications focused, fresh and accessible.

Communication & Marketing Plan Summary (Ref: CMP)

NLHF outcomes met: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

1.  3 million people 
will become aware of 
the Cotswolds Canals 
restoration and its broader 
benefits to national 
waterways heritage 
conservation

2.  24,000 will directly 
participate in the canal 
restoration through 
the use of a wide 
range of contemporary 
and imaginative 
communication tools

3.  Greater community 
ownership and 
stewardship of the canal 
corridor by people and 
communities

4.  The Cotswold Canals 
becomes a canal visitor 
destination and continues 
to be promoted by all 
partners & collaborators

•   Develop the CCC website 
•   Digitalise CCC’s canal archive and develop an online  
    citizen history project
•   Media campaigns including online and printed  
    news articles, radio and TV interviews, regular press  
    releases and high-profile canal launch events 
•   Publicise all canal-based events through the local  
    media, CCCG network & social media
•   CCT Roadshows talks and outreach to publicise the  
    project, engage people and recruit new volunteers
•   Tailored events and communications,  for under- 
    represented groups 
•   Distribution of fliers and posters
•   Documentary film profiling one of CCC showcase projects  
    (such as the Community Floating Hub) which feature  
    Lottery players and raise CCC and NHLF’s national profile
•   Competitions and special canal events for Lottery  
    players i.e. Exclusive CCT canal boat trips as  
    part of World Wellbeing Week
•   Publicity campaigns which raise the profile of NHLF 
    and boost ticket sales  
•   Key messages and brand guidelines in every press  
    release, newsletter and communication that goes out  
    to include ways of recognising Lottery players and their  
    role in our success

Main audience groups:
•   All audience groups

In particular:
•   Core suite to present a  
    consistent look and feel  
    for everyone who comes  
    in contact with CCC.  
    Sub-brands will be  
    designed to reach  
    specific audiences  
    (i.e. development of  
    content for young  
    people etc.)

Led by:
•   Communication and  
    Marketing Officer (SDC)

Supported by:
•   Graphic Designer  
    (Commissioned)
•   Communication and      
    Marketing Team (SDC)
•   Community Engagement  
    Manager (CS)
•   Destination & Events  
    Manager (CS)
•   Tourism & Hospitality  
    Intern (CS)
•   Destination Management  
    Organisations

Outcome Ambitions Activity Highlights Staff involvedKey Audiences

Communication & Marketing Plan: Outcomes & Activities
Schemes of work we will deliver:
1. Schools, Colleges and Universities 2. People living adjacent to the canal 3. Under-represented people 4. Visitors, tourists and lottery players
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Outcomes Measurement Framework at a Glance

Strategic Aim Outcome Ambition Primary Indicators

Creating 
Communities

Creative Engineering, Arts and 
Cultural Regeneration

Prosperous & 
Connected Places

Economic growth, regeneration  
and sustainable tourism

•   A sustainably managed canal corridor which attracts new and supports existing business and enterprise
•   Community regeneration, development and local resilience for canal-based towns and villages
•   Reduced youth unemployment, out migration and entrenched worklessness across the project area and specific  
    communities in Gloucester
•   Enhanced well-being for people and communities through improving their employment opportunities, their lives  
    and livelihoods

Pathways for 
Heritage Learning

Education, Learning and  
Enhancing Skills

Inclusive & Cohesive 
Communities

Broadening Opportunities  
and Inclusivity

Working  
with Nature

Wildlife Conservation and 
Enhancement

•   Number of people involved in volunteering through the Project
•   % of people who have increased their knowledge and understanding of canal heritage through participation in formal and informal interpretation activities
•   Numbers of people participating in the Project
•   Numbers of towpath and canal users

•   Number of new businesses attracted to, and existing businesses retained within the canal corridor as a result of the Project activity, assets, goods and services
•   Value of the ‘canal dividend’ to the prosperity and sustainability of the local area
•   Number of people claiming employment related benefits or classed as NEETs who obtain employment after participating in initiatives or programmes  
    through the Project
•   % of people who believe that the canal makes a positive difference to their community, their employment opportunities and their lifestyle

•   Number of children participating in canal heritage formal education activities linked to the national curriculum 
•   Number of people achieving vocational or skills-based qualifications as a result of engagement in learning activities through the Project
•   % of people who believe that the Canal and/or activities contribute to the heritage and cultural richness of the local area
•   Number of people from different socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds, age groups and abilities participating in a range of canal-based activities, events  
    and visits

•   Number of people from  different socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds, age groups and abilities  achieving vocational or skills-based qualifications as a 
    result of engagement in Project learning activities
•   % of people who believe that their involvement in the Project has contributed to their confidence and self-esteem
•   % of people who believe that the canal makes a positive difference to their community
•   Number of organisations and groups involved in the Project delivery

•   Environmental Bank indicators of number and size of habitats and biodiversity units
•   Fixed photo monitoring of habitat creation areas
•   Meeting building with Nature standards
•   Km of new or enhanced habitats
•   Hectares of diverse habitat created and numbers of trees and shrubs planted
•   Number of surveys and observations carried out annually
•   Numbers of towpath and canal users
•   Observations of species connecting between the River Severn and Project wetland areas

•   Canal heritage is embedded in formal primary school curriculums and education settings 
•   A more diverse range of people are engaged in training, work placements and internships and have improved skills,  
    confidence and better life chances
•   The canal corridor community has more understanding of their local heritage and a greater sense of ownership and  
    sense of their place
•   A more diverse range of people enjoy participation in community-based events and activities that lead to greater  
    community cohesion, physical and mental health and wellbeing

•   New skills, confidences and qualifications for a larger and more diverse range of new people and communities
•   Improved self-esteem, self-agency and raised expectations by a larger and diverse range of new people and communities 
•   Increased wellbeing, community ownership, connection and belonging, by a larger and diverse range of new people  
    and communities 
•   More resilient and sustainable community networks, collaborations and partnerships working closely together in  
    sharing learning and resources

•   Greater community ownership and stewardship of the canal corridor by people and communities 
•   More accessibility and deeper understanding of the built and natural environment through formal and informal  
    canal-based interpretation for people and communities
•   Improved health and wellbeing for people and communities through their involvement in canal restoration, creative  
    interpretation and re-connection with their local heritage and sense of place

•   Increased biodiversity of the Stroudwater Navigation (‘the canal’) and River Frome corridor within 15 years
•   Minimal negative environmental impact during the construction phase of the canal restoration
•   More connectivity of wildlife habitats in the Severn Vale and schemes for habitat protection
•   More multi-functional natural spaces and blue green infrastructure for health and wellbeing and networks where  
    nature can thrive
•   More engagement by people and communities with nature leading to improved health and wellbeing
•   Greater knowledge and understanding of wildlife and the environment in the canal/river corridor
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